
Made for the Future
CIBES CLOUD PLUS



Made for the Future.
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The Cibes Cloud Plus is our next generation lift, made for the future in every sense. We are taking 
accesibility, design and sustainability to the next level. Our excellent design is easy to operate 
and upgrade over time and offers you more options than ever before, so that you get a lift that 
makes a world of difference to your everyday life. The Cibes Cloud Plus is designed for you, to 
elevate your way of living, today and in the future. 



Step into the Cibes Cloud Plus.
Sometimes in everyday life, you run into barriers. Whether it is about not being able to move around 
in your home freely or not being able to shop at your favourite store because you are a wheelchair 
user, does not matter. We make life easier by removing these barriers. 
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Offering you modern design, 
unparalleled safety and comfort, 
the Cibes Cloud Plus is designed 
to elevate your way of living.
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Designed for you
From the extremely busy city centre, to the 

quiet countryside, we all have a place where 

we feel safe and want to live together with 

those we love. Let the Cibes Cloud Plus blend 

in seamlessly with your lifestyle. The elegant 

Scandinavian design, carefully selected colour 

collections and ergonomic features makes this 

a beautiful lift, not only to look at but to elevate 

your living. The Cibes Cloud Plus is made for any 

environment, for any style. 

❧
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Ergonomic Call Buttons

Elegant Level Indicator

Comfortable Handrail
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Design that 
speaks to 
your senses
Travelling in the Cibes Cloud Plus is easy and 

comfortable. The control panel has two-directional 

buttons so you can apply pressure on them from 

the top or from the front, making it ideal for all 

passengers. The integrated level indicator of the 

control panel, showcasing travel direction and floor 

completes the elegant intuitive design.



Ready-made concept
Enjoy barrier-free living with minimal interruption to your daily life. Your 

Cibes Cloud Plus can be deliverd in weeks and installed in just a few 

days. All thanks to the space-saving, smart ready-made lift concept, 

with everything you need for installation.

Reduced Top Height
The top height of only 2350 mm 
fits under most ceilings.

Panoramic Plus doors
The strong lightweight aluminium 
doors have maximum glazing, 
making the most of the 360˚ view.

Screw-driven platform lift
Equipped with 100% electric 
screw and nut drive with 
automtic lubrication system. 

Machine Room Less
There is no need for a seperate 
machine room, the lift machinery 
fits inside the shaft.

Panoramic lift design
Thanks to the fully glazed panoramic lift 
shaft you can enjoy a full 360˚ view of 
your building and keep any space open 
and airy.

No lift pit needed
The lift can be installed with a shallow 
pit of only 5 cm or placed directly on the 
floor by adding an elegant access ramp.
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20 different lift sizes
The widest range of platform lift sizes 
on the market, to fit into any space.



Premium is the new standard
The Cibes Cloud Plus is set to enhance your experience and make every ride a pleasure. The 

standard lift model is packed with several features to give you a premium level of comfort. 
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Intuitive Call Button
The large intuitive call button has a modern 
look and feel and and the self-explanatory LED 
lighting makes them easy to operate.

Functional Light Features
The LED lighting of the top safety 
bar and safety edges give the 
lift a modern look, but are also 
functional. For instance, the top 
safety bar lights up in red if you 
accidentally lean on it.

Recessed Ceiling
The ceiling of the Cibes Cloud Plus is equipped 
with energy-saving LED lighting adding subtle 
and soothing extra light to your lift.
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Add an extra touch
Create an atmosphere in any environment and enhance the feeling of luxury by adding extra 

features to your lift. 

Shaft Lighting

Ceiling with 
LED Light Diodes

Recessed          
Ceiling with

LED Light Diodes
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Let us introduce you the most energy-efficient lift of its kind, 
made for the future in every sense. How did we do this? 
We selected our suppliers carefully, invested in sustainable 
innovations and only used high-quality materials to make our 
products as durable as can be.

Upgraded drive system
Enjoy the most comfortable, quiet and smoothest ride ever 
with our new optimised drive system. 
 The drive system is energy-efficient enough to carry Energy 
label A and only generates a sound of 40 dB. This makes it the 
quietest platform lift on the market. Thanks to this innovative 
solution, we are proud to say that the Cibes Cloud Plus is 
truly unique.

Easy to upgrade over time
Why install a completely new lift when you can replace parts 
of it? Thanks to the smart and flexible construction, it is easier 
than ever to extend the lifetime of your lift through continuous 
updates and upgrades.

Durable and energy-saving light features
All lighting features are equipped with LED technology and 
programmed to automatically switch off when the lift is not in 
use. This not only saves money, but is also better for the planet.

Most sustainable lift yet

❧
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Beautiful Colour Collection
The Cibes Cloud Plus offers you a collection of 7 carefully selected and harmonising colour combi-

nations. From minimalist shades of white to beautiful and bold colours for those who want their lift 

to be the showpiece of any building. As an option, you also have the choice between close to 300 

colours from our RAL and premium colours collection. 

Signal White
(RAL 9003)  

Oyster White
(RAL 1013)  

Grey
(RAL 7024) 

Graphite Black
(RAL 9011) 

Green
(RAL 7033) 

Azure Blue
(RAL 5009) 

Orange
(RAL 2010) 

Cornish Grey Welsh Slate New Foundland Slate Highland Black 

Flooring
Inspired by the natural texture of stone, this Marmoleum Slate collection by Forbo brings the design 

of your lift to life. Each lift colour in our standard collection is provided with a preselected floor, but 

you can choose any of the other Marmoleum Slate floors in our collection as an option. 

 Do you want the lift to blend in completely with your surroundings? It is also possible to deliver 

the platform without a floor, allowing you to fit your own floor.
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“Color is a power which 
  directly influences the soul.”
          Wassily Kandinsky



Door Collection
Our new collection of doors is made for your comfort. All door models are made of strong 

lightweight aluminium and are easy to upgrade over time.

Saloon doors
Make your lift stand out by adding these elegant and modern, 
double-action saloon doors. The double door leaves have 
integrated automatic door openers and save a lot of space on 
every landing.

Gate door on the top floor
The perfect solution if you have a slanted ceiling on the top 
floor or like to keep a room as open and airy as possible. 
For such cases, you can opt for a 1300 mm high gate instead 
of a full-height door.
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Panoramic Plus Door
Standard door model

Panoramic Door
Optional door model

Saloon Door
Optional door model

Panoramic Gate
Optional door model

Panoramic Plus Gate
Optional door model
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Door Accessories

Landing Light
Get an extra warm welcome by adding this landing light. 
The light is activated when the lift arrives to the floor and 
provides an extra light source in dark rooms.

Level Indicator
Add level indicators above your doors to always 

see from the outside on what floor the lift is.

Child Safety Lock
Prevent the lift from being used by young children during 
inattentive moments by adding a child safety lock.

All Cibes lift models carry the CE mark and go through extensive testing and quality checks before leaving our factory. Our lifts are certified products that comply with European 
Safety Standard Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC. The brand Cibes Lifts is owned by Cibes Lift Group AB ©. For more product details and information about the product and accessory 
selection, contact Cibes Lifts. This product information is general, and we reserve the right to modify product design and specifications. Deviations in colour reproduction can occur. 
© CIBES LIFT GROUP AB



Founded in 1947, Cibes Lift Group is a world-leading manufacturer of 

space-saving, modular lifts. High-quality Swedish engineering and great 

Scandinavian design are the secrets behind our success. All lifts are 

manufactured in our factory in Sweden and exported to more than 

70 countries via a network of 200 certified dealers.

 

CIBES LIFT GROUP
BRINGING PEOPLE TOGETHER

www.cibeslift.com   info@cibeslift.com C
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